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pendence of this sedimentation is expected to be the same
The sedimentation velocity of uncharged, nonaggregated silica as for monodisperse spheres in a ‘‘normal’’ solvent. For the

spheres under gravity is strongly reduced after addition of small hard spheres in Batchelor’s theory this is indeed a plausible
amounts of nonsedimenting small spheres. This reduction is scenario. In practice, however, even weak interparticle at-
largely due to surface irregularities on a nanoscale of the large

tractions may complicate interpretation (and acquisition) ofspheres at which a limited number of small spheres adsorbs, lead-
sedimentation results.ing to an increase of the hydrodynamic friction per particle. This

First, the small particles may induce a depletion attractionadsorption also screens effectively any weak Van der Waals at-
between the large spheres (7–9). This effect can be mini-traction between the large spheres, which despite its weakness,
mized by choosing sufficiently low particle concentrations.significantly influences the concentration dependence of settling

in a pure solvent. The concentration dependence and magnitude Second, there may be a significant Van der Waals attraction
of the large-sphere sedimentation velocity in a more concentrated between the large spheres, because this attraction increases
dispersion of small spheres agree with the prediction by Batchelor with the particle radius. Therefore it can be suppressed by
that the small particles mainly manifest themselves as an effective decreasing the sphere size, though a compromise must be
viscosity increase. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc. made because the spheres should be large enough to settle

under influence of gravity.
But there are more attraction possibilities in a bidisperse

1. INTRODUCTION system. In studies on the rheology (10), scattering properties
(11), and phase separation (8) of binary silica sphere sys-
tems, indications for an (unexplained) attraction betweenThe concentration dependence of the sedimentation veloc-
large and small spheres were reported. Remarkably, the in-ity has been studied extensively theoretically and experimen-
teractions in the separate monodisperse systems were clearlytally for monodisperse colloidal spheres (1–4). For polydis-
established to be purely repulsive. Our sedimentation experi-perse spheres only the simplest case has been addressed,
ments confirm the possibility of such an attraction betweennamely a bidisperse sphere mixture (5) . Sedimentation re-
large and small silica particles. Supplementary experimentssults on micrometer-sized particle mixtures (6) are available,
with, among other things, dynamic light scattering show thatbut experimental information on colloidal sphere mixtures
a small amount of small particles is adsorbed on the largeis lacking. We designed an experiment in which large, un-
spheres. This does not contradict the fact that the separatecharged colloidal silica spheres settle under influence of
components do not stick. It is argued in Section 4.3. thatgravity in a dispersion of nonsedimenting small ones. The
surface roughness explains this peculiar phenomenon.moving boundary of the turbid system of large particles

It turns out that a modest adsorption of small particlescan be clearly detected against the background of the small
on—and fairly weak Van der Waals forces between—theparticles, which hardly scatter light. The silica particles are
large spheres significantly change their settling velocity.sterically stabilized by a grafted alkane layer and form stable
Nevertheless, for a sufficiently high concentration of freedispersions in cyclohexane. Sedimentation experiments were
small particles, one expects to see, for example, Batchelor’sperformed on five silica dispersions and three mixtures of
viscosity effect.them to assess whether any system-dependent features, like

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 Batchelor’sinterparticle attractions, are present.
equations for the sedimentation velocity in dilute mono- andFor the silica systems under study, Batchelor’s theory (5)
bidisperse systems are briefly described. The synthesis andmakes the following predictions. If the small particles are
characterization of these particles and the experimentalsmall enough they will mainly manifest themselves as a
equipments can be found in Section 3. The sedimentationmodest viscosity increase of the medium in which the large

particles now sediment more slowly. The concentration de- results of the mono- and bidisperse sphere systems and the
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428 THIES-WEESIE, PHILIPSE, AND LEKKERKERKER

comparison with Batchelor’s theory are discussed in Section Here U0 is the single-particle sedimentation velocity of an
i-sphere as is defined in Eq. [2] and Sii equals 06.55 in4. Conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
the absence of interparticle forces (5) . Sij accounts for the
hydrodynamic interactions due to the presence of the j-2. THEORY
spheres. The expression of Sij is rather complicated (5) .
However, in the case of a small size ratio, aj/ai , Sij can beThe sedimentation velocity, U0 , of a particle of arbitrary
approximated byshape at infinite dilution is given by

Sij á 0 5
2
0 g, [5]U0 Å

Vp(rp 0 r0)g

f
, [1]

where the particle density ratio g Å (rj 0 r0) / (ri 0 r0) .where Vp is the particle volume, rp the particle density, r0 The factor 5/2 in Eq. [5] stems from the presence of smallthe solvent density, g the gravitational acceleration, and f
spheres j , producing an increase in the viscosity accordingthe friction coefficient of the particle. The sedimentation
to Einstein’s relation h Å h0(1 / 2.5f) (14). The factor gvelocity of a spherical particle of radius a , for which Vp Å partly originates from a retarding backflow induced by any(4/3)pa 3 and Stokes’ friction f Å 6ph0a , in a solvent with
sedimentation of small spheres j . The additional buoyancyviscosity h0 is
force resulting from the greater density of the medium due
to the presence of the j spheres is also included in g. All
effects retard the sedimentation velocity of the large iU0 Å

2a 2(rp 0 r0)g

9h0

. [2]
spheres. The size ratios of the three silica mixtures in this
study are such that Eq. [5] applies. As an independent check

At low volume fraction f the sedimentation velocity U of of the viscosity effect we measured viscosities of small-
uncharged particles varies linearly with f according to sphere dispersions.

3. EXPERIMENTALU

U0

Å 1 0 Kf. [3]
3.1. The Systems

Three silica sphere systems, synthesized following Stöb-The constant K , which is mainly determined by backflow,
er’s method (15), and two batches of commercially availableis calculated by Batchelor (1) for monodisperse, hard
ludox sphere systems (LUDOX HS-40, Stokvis) , werespheres to be K Å 6.55. Experimentally the linearity in Eq.
coated with octadecylalcohol (Merck) to make them apolar[3] is confirmed with values of K varying between 5 and 7
(16, 17). The dispersions were purified from free octadecy-(2–4).
lalcohol by repeated centrifugation and redispergation in cy-Attractions between the particles cause in the vicinity of
clohexane (Baker p.a.) , which is a good solvent for thea test sphere an excess amount of particles, which profit
coated, uncharged particles. All Stöber silica spheres formfrom the downward motion of the test sphere. This reduces
rigid colloidal crystals upon sedimentation, which confirmsthe average friction and consequently increases the average
that the systems consist of fairly monodisperse, nonaggre-sedimentation velocity. Theoretically (1) and experimen-
gated particles. (Strong attractions between particles wouldtally (12) it has been found that the value of K for attractive
prohibit crystallization.) The ludox spheres are too small toparticles is smaller than K Å 6.55 for hard spheres.
settle a measurable distance under gravity even on a timeLong-range repulsive forces between sedimenting,
scale of weeks. In Table 1 the characterization results arecharged particles not only change the value of K in compari-
summarized, which were obtained in the following way.son with hard spheres, but, more importantly, change the

linear relation in Eq. [3] into a nonanalytical f-dependence
(13). In what follows only uncharged spheres are dealt with. TABLE 1

The sedimentation velocity of spheres of species i through Particle Characteristics
a dispersion of spheres of species j , depends on both the

System aTEM (nm) aDLS (nm) rp (g ml01)volume fractions fi and fj . Batchelor (5) calculated the
relevant coefficients Sii and Sij for bidisperse, hard spheres

SC150S 115.9 { 6.4 133.2 1.769 { 0.004
at low volume fractions, SD200S 157.4 { 6.5 182.4 1.688 { 0.007

SD250S 229.9 { 9.7 265.8 1.784 { 0.002
LUDOX2 7.7 { 1.9 16.0 1.510 { 0.002Ui

U0

Å 1 / Siifi / Sijfj . [4] LUDOX3 7.3 { 1.4 18.4 1.624 { 0.017
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429SEDIMENTATION OF BIDISPERSE SPHERES

FIG. 1. Transmission electron micrographs of (a) SD200S spheres and (b) LUDOX3 particles. The large silica spheres are monodisperse in comparison
with the small ludox particles (see Table 1).

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was done on very dilute, The volume fraction fs of Stöber silica is c /rp , where c is
the silica weight concentration. This volume fraction equalsdust-free dispersions with an argon laser (Spectra Physics

Series 2000) operating at 488.0 nm. Autocorrelation func- the volume of silica (Vs ) divided by the total dispersion
volume (Vdisp ) . The volume fraction fl of ludox in a mixturetions were measured with a Malvern Multibit K7025 128

points correlator at scattering angles between 357 and 1407. with the large spheres is defined as
From a second-order cumulant fit of the autocorrelation func-
tions diffusion coefficients were obtained from which the

fl Å
Vl

Vdisp 0 Vs

, [7]hydrodynamic radius aDLS was calculated using the Stokes–
Einstein equation

where Vl is the total volume of ludox particles. So, different
amounts of silica settle in the same background dispersion

aDLS Å
kBT

6ph0D0

, [6]
of ludox spheres in cyclohexane with the same dispersion
viscosity h.

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, 3.2. Rheology
and D0 is the free-particle diffusion coefficient.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed Viscosity measurements on dilute dispersions of LU-
DOX3 in cyclohexane were performed using an Ubbelohdeon a Philips CM10 electron microscope. A carrier grid was

dipped in a dilute dispersion and dried. From the obtained capillary viscometer (Schott Geräte) in which the time is
measured for 5 ml of dispersion to flow through a capillarymicrographs the average radius aTEM of the spheres and its

standard deviation were determined. Characteristic micro- (of 0.46 mm diameter) under gravity. The product of this
time and the density of the sample is proportional to thegraphs for the silica and ludox spheres are given in Fig.

1. The surface of the monodisperse spherical Stöber silica viscosity. Because of the strong temperature dependence of
the viscosity the capillary is placed in a thermostat at Tparticles appears to be smooth at this magnification (see,

however, Fig. 8a) . The small ludox particles are somewhat Å 21.57C. After measuring the flow time of the solvent
cyclohexane 10 times, the Ubbelohde was dried. A weightedpolydisperse, and have a more irregular shape.

A weighted amount of dispersion of known mass density amount of LUDOX3 dispersion was brought into the visco-
meter and the flow time of the sample was determined 10was dried at 807C under a weak nitrogen flow to constant

weight to obtain the mass fraction. With the solvent mass times. The sample was diluted with a weighted amount of
cyclohexane and after homogenization the flow time wasdensity the mass density rp of the particles was calculated.
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measured again. This procedure of diluting and measuring function of the silica volume fraction fs is shown in Fig. 2.
The values of U0 are determined from extrapolation of Uswas repeated another five times to find the relation between

the viscosity h and the ludox volume fraction fl . to infinite dilution. The extrapolated values agree with the
Stokes velocity, calculated from the particle characteristics,
as can be seen in Table 2. For this calculation the hydrody-3.3. Sedimentation
namic radius aDLS is used. This agreement shows that the
silica particles do not stick together and that they sedimentBecause the small ludox spheres do not sediment signifi-
as separate spheres. The correspondence between theory andcantly under gravity an analytical ultracentrifuge (Beckman,
experiments also demonstrates that the followed sedimenta-model E) with a photo-electric scan system was used to
tion procedure (Section 3.3) is reliable and that possibledetermine the sedimentation velocity as a function of the
convections do not (measurably) disturb the sedimentationvolume fraction fl of LUDOX3. The temperature was kept
process.constant at 21.5 { 0.17C. The samples were prepared by

The value for the slope K ( in Eq. [3]) for the three silicamixing weighted amounts of LUDOX3 dispersion and cyclo-
systems in Fig. 2 is determined from a linear regressionhexane.
analysis for fs £ 0.06 and is also given in Table 2. For theThe sedimentation velocity of the large silica spheres,
smallest silica spheres, SC150S, a value of K Å 6.2 { 0.4which is too large for the ultracentrifuge, was measured in
is obtained, which does not differ significantly from thea simpler equipment. Weighted amounts of silica in cyclo-
value of K Å 6.55 calculated by Batchelor for monodisperse,hexane were poured in glass sedimentation tubes of 1 cm
hard spheres. This correspondence indicates that thesediameter and 15 cm length, which were carefully closed.
spheres are not subjected to a significant net attraction orSedimentation is extremely sensitive to temperature changes
any other repulsion than the hard-sphere potential. For theand vibrations. They cause convections which complicate
two systems with larger silica spheres, SD200S and SD250S,the analysis of sedimentation velocities. To prevent convec-
a value of K Å 3.0 { 0.2 is found, which is probably causedtions the sedimentation tubes were immersed in a water bath,
by Van der Waals attractions between the particles. The Vanwhich stood on a heavy, marble table. The equipment was
der Waals attraction between two spheres of radius a at aplaced in a thermostated room to keep the temperature con-
surface-to-surface distance H is (18)stant at 21.5 { 0.17C. The height of the dispersion–solvent

interface was followed for 24 h with a cathetometer con-
sisting of a Zeiss Ni-40 leveling instrument coupled to a

V Å 0 A

6 F 2
s 2 0 4

/ 2
s 2 / lnS s 2 0 4

s 2 DG , [8]
linear scale system (Mitutoyo AT-11-N), which allows mea-
surements with an uncertainty of 0.01 mm. To increase the
visibility of the interfaces, the sedimentation tubes were illu-

where s is a dimensionless distance, s Å (2a / H) /a , andminated with a slide projector. After 24 h the dispersions
A is the Hamaker constant, which at room temperature haswere homogenized by shaking and applying a Vortex-mixer
a value for silica in cyclohexane of A É 0.15kBT (19).and an ultrasonic bath for about 1 min. Each sample was
The distance of closest approach of two stearyl-coated silicameasured four times and the resulting sedimentation veloci-
spheres is about 3 nm, being approximately twice the thick-ties, all converted to the same temperature T Å 21.57C, were
ness of the stearyl layer. Such a distance results in a contactaveraged.
attraction for the SD200S and SD250S spheres of respec-After these four measurements weighted amounts of ludox
tively 00.7kBT and 01.1kBT . This is comparable to the ther-dispersion were added to each of the tubes such that the
mal energy, so the spheres do not permanently stick together.ludox concentration is the same in every tube. The mixtures
The weakness of the attraction also follows from theof dispersions were homogenized and the sedimentation pro-
agreement between the experimental and theoretical valuescedure was repeated, after which again ludox was added.
of U0 . (For example, permanent doublets would increaseMixtures were made of SC150S/LUDOX2, SD200S/LU-
U0) . Further, in both systems (just as for SC150S) theDOX2, and SD250S/LUDOX3. The volume fraction of sil-
spheres in the sediments form colloidal crystals. This con-ica, fs , varied between 0.01 and 0.10 and the volume frac-
firms that attractions are fairly weak, because strong attrac-tion of ludox, fl , between 0.005 and 0.06.
tions produce an amorphous structure. Batchelor (1) derived
for short-range attractions an extension of Eq. [3] , which

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION accounts for the influence of an excess amount of spheres
at a distance 2a from the test sphere on the sedimentation
velocity of the test sphere. With this equation it is possible4.1. Monodisperse Systems
to relate the obtained value for K with the interaction pair
potential. The Van der Waals attraction in Eq. [8] , however,4.1.1. Stöber silica spheres. The normalized sedimenta-

tion velocity Us /U0 of the three Stöber silica systems as a cannot be modeled by a narrow attraction well, because it
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431SEDIMENTATION OF BIDISPERSE SPHERES

FIG. 2. Normalized sedimentation velocity Us /U0 versus the volume fraction fs for the large silica spheres in cyclohexane, for (a) SC150S, (b)
SD200S, and (c) SD250S. The solid line is a best fit to Eq. [3] for fs £ 0.06 and the values for U0 and K can be found in Table 2.

acts over longer distances. The conclusion here is that small 4.1.2. Ludox spheres. The sedimentation results of the
LUDOX3 spheres are given in Fig. 3a and in Table 2. Theattractions significantly reduce K , but that its diminished
experimental and theoretical values for U0 coincide withinvalue of KÅ 3.0 is difficult to explain in terms of Batchelor’s
the uncertainty in the calculated Stokes velocity, which istheory.
due to the large size polydispersity of the LUDOX3 particles.
The choice for U0 has consequences for the value of the

TABLE 2 slope K (see Eq. [3]) . From the experimental U0 a value of
Calculated and Measured Values for U0 and K in Eq. [3] for K Å 10.5 { 0.5 is obtained, which is rather large. Using the

the Silica Systems and a Ludox System in Cyclohexane at T Å calculated U0 , based on the average particle size, K becomes
21.57C 7.6 { 3.0, which is close to Batchelor’s predictions for hard

spheres. (This comparison must be made with caution, be-Calculation of Measurement of Measurement
System U0 (m s01) U0 (m s01) of K cause ludox particles are polydisperse and are not really

spherical.)
SC150S (4.02 { 0.45) 1 1008 (4.44 { 0.06) 1 1008 6.2 { 0.4

The relative viscosity h /h0 as a function of the volumeSD200S (6.92 { 0.57) 1 1008 (7.37 { 0.06) 1 1008 3.0 { 0.2
SD250S (16.25 { 0.14) 1 1008 (15.76 { 0.07) 1 1008 3.0 { 0.1 fraction fl of LUDOX3 is presented in Fig. 3b. The best-fit
LUDOX3 (6.55 { 2.59) 1 10010 (4.71 { 0.07) 1 10010 10.5 { 0.5

solid line has a slope of 5.1 { 0.1, which is large compared
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FIG. 3. (a) The sedimentation velocity Ul /U0 as a function of fl for the small LUDOX3 particles in cyclohexane. The values for U0 and for the
slope K are given in Table 2. (b) The relative viscosity h /h0 is presented versus the volume fraction fl of LUDOX3. The solid line is a best fit and is
given by h /h0 Å 1 / (5.1 { 0.1)fl .

with the intrinsic viscosity of 2.5 calculated by Einstein diffusing small spheres, which increase the viscosity and the
buoyancy force and disturb the flow field of the large particles.(14). This difference is caused by the fact that in our experi-

ments values for fl were calculated from the mass density The observed reduction is caused by an unexpected phenome-
non, namely, the adsorption of ludox particles on the silicarp of the dry particles, instead of the mass density of the

particles in solution. In solution solvent molecules are immo- surface. The evidence for this adsorption is discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3., where it is argued that the number of adsorbed ludoxbilized between the alkyl chains at the silica surface, which

enlarges the particle volume. So the ‘‘hydrodynamic’’ parti- particles per silica sphere is in the range 10–60.
It is at first sight peculiar that coagulation of the smallcle volume is larger than expected on the basis of rp . Using

the hydrodynamic particle volume in the calculation of fl particles on the large silica spheres retards sedimentation.
Usually particle coagulation increases sedimentation rates.decreases the value of the measured intrinsic viscosity.
This need not be the case, however, if particles considerably

4.2. Bidisperse Systems differ in size. The Stokes friction for a sphere with a surface

The sedimentation velocity of Stöber silica spheres
TABLE 3through a dispersion of (nonsedimenting) ludox spheres can

Theoretical and Experimental Results for P and Kbe described at low volume fractions, analogous to Eq. [4] ,
in Us/U0 Å P 0 Kfswith

Theoretical
calculationsUs

U0

Å (1 / Sslfl ) 0 Kfs Å P 0 Kfs . [9]
(5) Experimental results

System P K P KHere, the subscripts l and s denote respectively ludox and
Stöber silica. For each silica–ludox mixture, the same exper- SC150S 1 6.55 1 6.2 { 0.4
imental U0 for silica is used, which is given in Table 2. The SC150S/0.5%LUDOX2 0.984 6.55 0.802 { 0.015 3.1 { 0.3

SC150S/1.0%LUDOX2 0.968 6.55 0.765 { 0.014 3.0 { 0.3changes in P and in K , due to the addition of ludox to the
silica dispersions, are discussed, respectively, in Sections SD200S 1 6.55 1 3.0 { 0.2
4.2.1. and 4.2.2. SD200S/2.0%LUDOX2 0.934 6.55 0.785 { 0.013 6.3 { 0.4

SD200S/4.0%LUDOX2 0.868 6.55 0.755 { 0.020 6.1 { 0.64.2.1. The change in P. The first addition of ludox (see
SD200S/6.0%LUDOX2 0.802 6.55 0.690 { 0.007 5.6 { 0.2Table 3) to the three silica dispersions results in a marked
SD250S 1 6.55 1 3.0 { 0.1reduction of 10–20% of the sedimentation velocity as can be
SD250S/0.5%LUDOX3 0.983 6.55 0.901 { 0.015 6.9 { 0.4seen in Fig. 4. From Batchelor’s theory, Eqs. [4–5], only a
SD250S/1.0%LUDOX3 0.967 6.55 0.881 { 0.016 5.1 { 0.42–7% reduction of P is expected (see Table 3). Such a
SD250S/1.5%LUDOX3 0.950 6.55 0.876 { 0.018 4.2 { 0.5

modest reduction would account for the presence of the freely
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433SEDIMENTATION OF BIDISPERSE SPHERES

FIG. 4. The sedimentation velocity Us /U0 of large silica spheres as a function of the silica sphere volume fraction fs for the three silica systems
with various ludox concentrations for (a) SC150S/LUDOX2, (b) SD200S/LUDOX2, and (c) SD250S/LUDOX3. The solid lines are best fits to Eq.
[9] and the used values for P (Å1 / Sslfl ) and K are given in Table 3. The experimental results of the monodisperse silica systems are also given. The
first addition of ludox drastically reduces the sedimentation velocity of the silica spheres, which is caused by adsorption of ludox on the silica spheres.
Further additions of ludox only result in small reductions of the sedimentation velocity in accordance with Batchelor’s predictions (Eq. [9]) .

layer of smaller spheres has not been calculated as far as than f . This is also the order of magnitude of the observed
we know. To explain our results at least qualitatively, we reduction of the sedimentation velocity. It should be noted
note that the surface layer can be seen as a two-dimensional that such a reduction will only occur if the surface coverage
‘‘porous medium’’ of small, fixed spheres (Fig. 5) . The is sufficiently low. In the case of a dense layer of ludox
high surface area and the hydrodynamic interactions in this particles, the mass increase will dominate the increase in the
medium will increase the drag at already fairly low densities. friction, and the particles will sediment faster. The friction
(That is, low surface coverage of ludox spheres.) As an increment will only dominate in the case of a small number
upperestimate of this effect, assume that the adsorbed ludox of ludox particles.
particles immobilize the liquid between them. The friction Further additions of ludox only cause small decreases in
of the composed particle is then be approximated by the sedimentation velocity, as can be seen in Fig. 4. The

DLS results, described in Section 4.3., show that the numberfcomp É 6ph(as / 2al ) , [10]
of adsorbed ludox particles per silica sphere is less than
(about) 60. Because in the dispersions after the first ludoxwhere f Å 6phas is the friction of the bare silica sphere.

For the used particle mixtures fcomp is about 14–24% larger addition, the ratio of the number of ludox particles and the
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the large silica spheres. Here an analogy can be drawn with
solvation forces, induced by an attraction between a solvent
component and dispersed particles, which also generates a
repulsion between the particles (20). In our case, the ‘‘sol-
vent molecules’’ are small ludox particles. The affinity of
‘‘solvent’’ for the surface is due to roughness of that very
surface. However, the origin of the affinity is not relevant
(see also Ref. (20)) .

The slope for the SC150S particles decreases from K Å
6.2 to K Å 3.0 { 0.3 after the first ludox addition, which
suggests the development of attractions between the initially
repulsive SC150S particles. In this case we do not have an

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of a silica sphere with adsorbed small
explanation for any attractions.ludox particles. The dashed circle indicates the effective particle size for

After the first ludox addition the slope K remains (almost)the friction. This enhanced friction dominates the mass increase, so sedi-
mentation is retarded in comparison with a bare sphere. constant for the SC150S/LUDOX2 and SD200S/LUDOX2

systems. Apart from the adsorption, the ludox spheres do
not influence the coefficient K but only slightly change P .

number of silica spheres is at least 200, all available adsorp- The fact that K remains constant is in accordance with Bat-
tion sites on the silica surface probably are occupied. Further chelor’s predictions (see Table 3).
addition of ludox then mainly increases the number of free For the largest particles, SD250S, the slope K decreases
ludox particles and thus fl . According to Eq. [5] together with increasing ludox concentration, which indicates the
with the viscosity results of LUDOX3 as described in 4.2.1., presence of attractions. Attractions between large spheres in
and the density ratio g for the used mixtures, the reduction bidisperse systems can be the result of depletion forces (7) .
of P is expected to be only a few percent. This reduction of When the surface-to-surface distance of two large spheres
P roughly equals the predictions by Batchelor (see Table becomes smaller than the diameter of the small particles,
3) . Moreover, it explains the observed small decreases in the osmotic pressure of the small particles in the dispersion
the sedimentation velocity. So, apart from the adsorption of tends to push the two large spheres together. The result is
ludox on silica, the resulting particles settle more slowly an attraction between the large spheres, which at contact
because of the hydrodynamic interactions between the (free, has, for a large size ratio, the value (7)
nonadsorbed) small and large spheres as predicted by Bat-
chelor.

V Å 0 3
2

kBT
Rlarge

Rsmall

fsmall , [11]4.2.2. The change in K. As can be seen in Fig. 4 and
Table 3 the slope K changes also when ludox is added. After
the first addition of ludox, for both the SD200S and SD250S

with R the particle radius. For the SD250S/LUDOX3 mix-
particles, the slope K changes from 3.0 to, respectively, 6.3

ture with the highest ludox concentration this energy is about{ 0.4 and 6.9 { 0.4, which can be understood as follows. 00.35kBT . However, adsorption of ludox particles will sup-
Due to the adsorbed ludox on the silica spheres, the distance

press or even eliminate this depletion force, because the
of closest approach between two silica spheres increases. It

large spheres can not approach another closely enough. It
can be calculated that only 6–12 ludox particles per silica

should be mentioned that in the case the depletion forces
sphere are needed to prevent two silica spheres from touch-

play a role, Eq. [4] should be extended with a term of order
ing. So, due to the adsorbed ludox particles the silica spheres

fifj . This term accounts for the fact that the coefficient Siiremain always at a larger surface-to-surface distance than 3
contains a contribution proportional to fj .nm, which stems from the thickness of twice the stearyl

An alternative attraction is the bridging of the silica
layer. The Van der Waals attraction can now be calculated

spheres by the ludox particles leading to a slow coagulation.
with Eq. [8] with H the radius of a ludox sphere (Ç16–19
nm). The result is a contact attraction of less than 00.12kBT , 4.3. Adsorption of Ludox on Silica
with the conclusion that the adsorbed ludox particles screen
the Van der Waals attractions between the silica spheres 4.3.1. Verification of adsorption. The drastic reduction

in the sedimentation velocity Us after addition of ludoxeffectively.
The resulting slopes K Å 6.3 and 6.9, which are close to spheres prompted us to study the possible adsorption of lu-

dox on silica in more detail. After all, alternative explana-Batchelor’s hard-sphere result of K Å 6.55, suggest that
the silica spheres (with adsorbed ludox particles) indeed no tions for the observed sedimentation results, such as local

density inhomogeneities, can be given in the form of a rela-longer attract each other. One could say that the ludox–
silica interaction increases the effective repulsion between tively large amount of small ludox spheres in the direct
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cles per silica sphere. The observed reduction in Ds can be
compared with the sedimentation results of SD200S mixed
with LUDOX2 (with a diameter almost equal to that of
LUDOX3). Extrapolating the sedimentation results to fl É
0.003 results in a reduction in Us of about 10–14%, which
qualitatively agrees with the DLS results.

The sediment volumes of several mono- and bidisperse
samples were determined in order to find the volume fraction
of large silica spheres, fs,sed , in the sediments. If the ludox
particles are fixed on the silica spheres, they will increase
the volume of the sediment and hence decrease fs,sed . If the
ludox particles can freely move, they are situated in the
interstices between the silica spheres or they are expelled
from the sediment, and fs,sed will hardly differ from the
monodisperse silica volume fraction.

Sediments were formed in separate dispersions of the two
largest silica spheres, and mixtures of each of these spheres
with LUDOX3 particles. The height of the sediment wasFIG. 6. Diffusion coefficients Ds as a function of the ratio of the number
followed in time until it reached a constant value. The usednl of LUDOX3 particles and the number ns of SD200S spheres in the sample

for five scattering angles between 357 and 1037. The reduction of Ds of 3– amounts of LUDOX3 particles were so small that in the case
13% for each angle with increasing nl /ns is caused by adsorption of ludox where no adsorption takes place, they would not increase
on silica. the volume of the sediment significantly. The results, given

in Table 4, show that fs,sed of the pure silica systems is
vicinity of the large silica spheres, which retard the silica higher than fs,sed of the bidisperse systems. The differences
spheres due to a local high viscosity. Three experiments in fs,sed demonstrate that the surfaces of the silica spheres
have been performed to assess whether or not ludox particles are kept at some distance in binary sediments. The only
are fixed on the silica surface. plausible origin of this phenomenon is that the small spheres

With dynamic light scattering a diffusion coefficient D stick at the silica surface and hence induce an expansion of
is measured, related for monodisperse, free particles to the the silica sediment.
particle friction as D Å kBT / f (see Eq. [6]) . The same The third experiment to verify the presence of adsorbed
hydrodynamic friction appears in the sedimentation equa- ludox was performed as follows. After (repeated) removal
tions (Eq. [1]) . So, analogous to the sedimentation velocity, of free ludox spheres from a mixture of silica and ludox,
the measured diffusion coefficient of silica should show a the sedimentation velocity Us of the silica was measured.
strong reduction due to the adsorption of ludox. Measure- If an amount of ludox particles is adsorbed on the silica
ments were done on mixtures of SD200S and LUDOX3, surface, the measured Us should remain much lower than
with fixed fs Å 0.007 and fl increasing from 0 to 0.003. the value for the bare silica spheres. If the ludox particles

do not adhere to the silica surface, the ‘‘bare’’ silica spheresThe scattered intensity I is proportional to nV 2
p (where n is

the particle number density and Vp is the particle volume). are recovered and the measured Us should equal the value
in 4.1.1.For the used particles in the above-mentioned concentration

ranges of ludox (l) and silica (s) it turns out that nlVp,l /nsVp,s Us was determined for two mixtures of SD200S and LU-
DOX3. Then the tubes were left undisturbed to allow the! 1, so the scattered intensity due to the ludox spheres can

be neglected. The measured autocorrelation functions were silica spheres to settle. After two weeks the supernatant dis-
persion (containing LUDOX3 and cyclohexane) above thefit with a second-order cumulant method to obtain the diffu-

sion coefficient of the silica Ds at five scattering angles be-
tween 357 and 1037. In Fig. 6 the obtained values for Ds are

TABLE 4given as a function of nl /ns for each scattering angle. (The
Silica Volume Fractions in Sediments fs,sed of Pure Silicaangular dependence probably is due to polydispersity.) Al-

and of Mixtures of Silica and Ludoxthough we cannot account for all absolute values for Ds it
is clear that Ds decreases (and thus the friction increases) System fs,sed

about 3–13% at each scattering angle when nl /ns increases
SD200S 0.61 { 0.01from 0 to about 60. Because viscosity effects can be ne-
SD200S/LUDOX3 0.55 { 0.02glected for the used low volume fractions (see Section
SD250S 0.63 { 0.024.1.2) , the reduction of Ds in the range nl /ns Å 0–60 must
SD250S/LUDOX3 0.58 { 0.01

be due to the adsorption of an amount (õ60) of ludox parti-
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connections between the large spheres. In the case of a highly
specific adsorption (like lock and key) each silica sphere
can only be connected to one ludox particle. In the realistic
intermediate case of several sites per silica sphere available
for ludox adsorption, at most a slow coagulation will be
possible. However, we do not observe any flocculation of
the large spheres (on a timescale of days) . This would cause
an increase in the sedimentation velocity Us instead of the
observed decrease. This observation indicates that an excess
amount of ludox is present in the dispersion such that all
adsorption sites are quickly occupied by ludox particles.
Then there are no sites left for a ludox sphere to link two
silica spheres (not even on a large time scale) . Only for the
largest silica system SD250S, mixed with LUDOX3, slow
coagulation might play a role, because for these samples a
small increase in Us is found.

The number of ludox particles which can be placed on a
silica surface can roughly be estimated with the so-calledFIG. 7. Us as a function of fs for silica spheres SD200S without any

ludox added (s) , SD200S/2.0%LUDOX2 (/) , and SD200S/LUDOX3 random parking method. Feder (21) found with computer
(1) . Filled circles indicate the values for Us after the first exchange of (a simulations that randomly positioned, nonoverlapping disks
large part of) the ludox dispersion for cyclohexane. Filled squares indicate can only occupy 55% of a flat surface. Applying these results
the values after the second exchange. The solid lines are best fits of the

to sphere mixtures with a large size ratio implies that theresults of SD200S and SD200S/2.0%LUDOX2 from Fig. 4b. It is clear
number of adsorbed ludox particles per silica sphere willthat once ludox is added to a silica dispersion, adsorbed ludox particles

cannot be removed. The values for Us remain below the values for the not exceed the range 150–460. From the DLS results an
‘‘bare’’ silica systems (s) , demonstrating that the ludox particles must be amount of adsorbed ludox particles smaller than 60 was
fixed on the silica surface. found. The conclusion is that adsorption only occurs on

a limited number of attractive patches on the large silica
sediment was removed and replaced by pure cyclohexane. sphere.
After homogenization Us was measured again. After com- The origin of the adsorption is very likely the Van der
plete settlement of the silica particles again the dispersion Waals attraction. For two unequal, smooth spheres at very
above the sediment was replaced by cyclohexane and Us small distance H , the attraction energy would be (18)
was measured. The sedimentation results (see Fig. 7) clearly
show that the sedimentation velocity remains very low in
comparison with the obtained values for the SD200S disper- V Å 0 Aasal

6H(as / al )
. [12]

sion of ‘‘bare’’ silica spheres. A sample of the dispersion
(after two ludox ‘‘extractions’’) was studied with TEM.
On representative micrographs, as in Fig. 8a, no free small For particles with a dense stearyl coating the distance of
particles can be found, only small particles touching the closest approach is H Å 3 nm, which results in attractions
large silica spheres. If ludox particles would not stick, the between the used ludox and silica spheres smaller than V Å
extraction procedure would yield a ludox volume fraction 00.15kBT . This very likely underestimates the ludox adsorp-
in the final dispersion, studied with TEM, of at most 2 1 tion energy. It is known, for example, that there are differ-
1004 . This corresponds to a maximum of about four ludox ences in grafting density of the stearyl chains between differ-
particles per silica sphere. On micrographs, however, much ent particle systems (16). Incomplete coverage of the silica
more ludox particles per silica sphere can be seen. This spheres with C18 chains allows the ludox particles to ap-
confirms that one can not extract the small spheres from the proach them more closely. For example, for values of H of
mixture. 0.4 nm the attraction becomes about 01.0kBT , which still is

a modest value. A more important factor for adsorption is4.3.2. Origin of the adsorption. All control experiments
clearly confirm the presence of (according to DLS less than the following. On the electron micrograph, used to determine

aTEM, the silica surfaces seem to be very smooth. However,about 60) ludox particles adsorbed on a Stöber silica sphere.
Are specific sites on the large silica spheres responsible at much larger magnifications it can be seen that these

spheres show surface irregularities on a nanoscale (see Fig.for the adsorption of the small ludox particles or do the
ludox particles adsorb at any location on the silica surface? 8b), which were also observed by Van Helden et al. (16).

These irregularities can increase the contact area between aIn the case of a completely nonspecific adsorption, the ludox
particles would induce coagulation, because they would form silica and a ludox sphere (as is sketched in Fig. 8c) and
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FIG. 8. (a) Transmission electron micrograph of a SD200S/LUDOX3 mixture after removal of free ludox particles. On account of the (estimated)
amounts of SD200S and LUDOX3 particles in this dispersion, it is confirmed that one cannot extract the small spheres from a mixture. (b) Electron
micrograph of a SC150S particle at a very large magnification, which clearly shows that the particle has surface irregularities on a nanoscale. A typical
ludox particle is sketched to illustrate that its radius of about 16 nm is comparable to the surface irregularities of the large silica spheres. (c) A schematic
representation of the possible close approach of a ludox and a silica sphere as a result of surface irregularities on the silica surface and differences in
grafting density of the C18 chains.

hence significantly increase the Van der Waals attractions. With fl Å (4/3)pa 3
l nl and Dl Å kBT /6ph0al , Eq. [13] be-

comes for T Å 298 KA rough estimate of the contact area is 2pa 2
l . For two parallel

flat plates at a distance of about 1.5 nm such an area would
correspond to an attractive energy of V Å 02.8kBT . This

J É 6.9r108 as

a 4
l

fl , [14]estimate gives some idea of the increase in contact attraction
experienced by a small ludox particle because of surface
irregularities. These irregularities are small in comparison
with the silica sphere size. For this reason they do not en- with as and al in nm. Using the particle characteristics
hance the attraction between the large spheres. SC150S/LUDOX2 mixture, J É 1.4 1 106 which means

Actually, for large spheres one would expect that these that for fl Å 0.005 every second 7000 ludox spheres collide
irregularities decrease the attraction, because the surface-to- with a silica sphere. Thus 60 adsorption sites on the silica
surface distance increases. This phenomenon was studied spheres will be rapidly occupied by ludox. A silica sphere
theoretically by Czarnecki and Itschenskij (22). The present with a ludox particle on its surface has a small diffusion
work shows that their approach, which predicts a diminished coefficient in comparison with a free ludox particle. So any
attraction also for unequal spheres, is not valid when one of bridging of silica spheres by a ludox particle will be a rela-
the interacting particles is very small. tively slow process.

A simple calculation shows that available sites will be It can be concluded that the combination of an increased
quickly occupied. The collision frequency J of small ludox contact area and a reduced distance of closest approach (due
spheres (with a diffusion coefficient Dl ) with one large, fixed to differences in grafting density) leads to Van der Waals
silica sphere of radius as is given by the stationary diffusion attractions of sufficient strength to stick a silica and ludox
flux sphere together. This explanation is consistent with the fairly

small number of adsorbed ludox particles, because the num-
ber of sufficiently attractive ‘‘parking places’’ will be lim-J É 4pnlDlas , [13]
ited. The interaction between small particles and surface
irregularities of larger spheres probably also accounts forwhere nl is the number density of the ludox spheres. In

comparison with a ludox sphere, the diffusion of a silica the unexplained attractions, which manifested themselves in
viscosity measurements (10), small-angle neutron scatteringsphere can be neglected due to the relatively high friction.
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for Chemical Research (SON) with financial aid from the Netherlands(11), and phase separation (8) experiments on mixtures of
Organization for Scientific Research (NWO).uncharged silica spheres, which were also coated with stearyl

alcohol.
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